Model 8030

**Destiny® 1200**

**GARAGE DOOR OPENER**

Quiet yet powerful performance and the ultimate in convenience. Featuring a belt or chain drive.

- **Powerful**: 140V DC motor operates almost any door
- **Quiet and smooth**: Thanks to a DC motor and belt or chain drive
- **Innovative features**: Provide the ultimate in safety and convenience

For use with residential sectional doors up to 14 ft high and one-piece doors up to 8 ft high.

**Standard equipment and warranty***

- Safe-T-Beam®
- Wall Console
- 3-Button Remote
- Motor and Gearbox
- Belt
- Parts and Chain
- Accessories

**Standard features**

**DC motor technology**
Our most powerful motor delivers 140V quietly.

**CodeDodger® access security system**
The latest in CodeDodger® technology that selects a code from billions of combinations each time a remote or wireless keypad are used. Prevents piracy of the radio signal for the utmost in security.

**Speed**
Maximum opening speed of up to 9 inches per second.

**Quiet operation**
Belt or chain drive provide smooth and quiet operation, perfect for room adjacent garages that demand minimal noise. Belt drive offers the ultimate in quiet.

**Auto seek dual frequency range**
The opener listens for both the 315 or 390 MHz frequency emitted by the remote or wireless keypad, allowing reliable operation even in areas with frequency interference.

**DoorDetect™ monitoring and diagnostic system**
Delivers the optimal amount of power needed to efficiently and smoothly open even the heaviest doors. Stops the door when abnormal operation is detected for additional safety.

**Self-diagnostic Safe-T-Beam® system**
When objects pass through the infrared beam, the door automatically stops closing and then reverses.

**Two-bulb light system with motion detection**
Two 100 Watt bulb lighting system with integrated motion detector provides convenience and security. Optional Overhead Door® LED bulb recommended.

**Convenience options**

**Garage door opener LED bulb – NEW!**
Designed specifically for garage door openers. Reduces remote interference. Bright, long lasting LED technology. Vibration and shatter resistant.

**2-button LED flashlight remote – NEW!**
This remote features a powerful LED flashlight and operates up to two Overhead Door® CodeDodger® openers.

**OHD Anywhere™**
Remotely monitor and operate your garage door from almost any smart device. Up to 3 doors can be monitored and 20 users added with one system.

**Digital wireless keypad**
Lighted wireless keypad features a flip up cover and lets you control up to three garage door openers.

**Battery Backup†**
Front facing colored LEDs indicate charge status. Up to 50 cycles in a 24-hour period after initial power outage. Operates door at 3.5 inches per second.

**Door Report™ Remote§**
Beeps and flashes green when garage door closes properly. Gives warning tone and flashes red when door does not close properly.

**6’ power cord**
For high ceiling applications (Model 8030H).

---

† These accessories are only available for use with Odyssey® and Destiny® garage door openers.

§ The Overhead Door® Network Adapter (37350S) is required for operation of the Door Report Remote.